Web 3.0 Starts Here.
The blockchain is the gateway to Web 3.0: the promise of security, privacy,
ownership, and control, supported through a decentralized platform. But most
people will ignore it unless it’s also convenient and easy to use. So Daplie is
helping bring Web 3.0 to life by building a cryptographically secure ecosystem
where anyone can experience the benefits of the blockchain in their home.
Our plug-and-play decentralized home server—Connect™—sits at the center of
this ecosystem. It features the first built-in hot and cold storage wallets, with
secure data access from anywhere and from any connected device. It also has
the power to extend most Dapps onto a phone or computer, without sacrificing
your devices’ processing power. Connect integrates with the blockchain
through the DapStore: an easy-to-use marketplace where users can discover
and share the best Dapps and legacy applications. And tying it all together is
DapCoin—an ERC20 utility token used to publish, purchase, and review Dapps
within the DapStore.
Together Connect, DapStore, and DapCoin create a truly decentralized
platform where you can own and control your digital assets and private
information. Plus backing it all up is Daplie’s 3 years of product development,
real hardware, thousands of existing backers, and a talented team led by CEO
and visionary Bryson Hill.
To support the growth of this ecosystem Daplie will be launching a token sale
for DapCoin (DAP) in April of 2018. More details can be found in the coming
weeks via dapcoin.com and our Telegram channel, including details of our killer
referral program launching soon!

Connect: Bringing the Blockchain Home

EXPANDABLE STORAGE

DEPENDABLE HARDWARE

Stack up to 4 Daplie hard
drives for 8 terabytes of
decentralized, always-on
storage, or use your own
USB drives

Run your Dapps with 2gb
RAM, multi-core ARM CPU,
2x ethernet, 2x USB

PRIVATE KEY MANAGEMENT

One location to manage all your
private keys—from anywhere
and from any device—featuring
our exclusive built-in cold wallet

